Amazon product broken

Search our Help pages You can use this page to learn about our return policies. Most items sold
on Amazon. Extended Returns Information : Nothing is more important than the health and
well-being of our customers, employees, selling partners and the communities we serve. Due to
COVID developments and the recent UK restrictions we're temporarily extending the return
window to give you more time to get items back to us. Returnable items shipped between
October 1, and January 31, can now be returned until February 28, At Amazon. Occasionally
though, we know you may want to return items and you have the right to cancel the purchase of
most items within 14 days. You also have statutory rights where goods are not as described,
not fit for purpose or not of satisfactory quality. To exercise your cancellation right please visit
our Returns Support Centre. As well as your statutory cancellation rights described above, you
can return most products from the Amazon sites to Amazon within 30 days of receipt of the
products if the products are in an unused and undamaged condition. To return an item please
visit our Returns Support Centre. Please note that this returns policy doesn't affect your
statutory rights and therefore doesn't affect your right of cancellation as described above.
Please note that you must return each item in the same condition in which you received it. This
means that new items must be returned unused and undamaged. Used items must not have any
additional signs of use or damage. The same exclusions apply to our Returns Guarantee as for
the right of withdrawal. The following products thus cannot be returned under the Returns
Guarantee unless defective :. Products which are not suitable for return due to health protection
or hygienic reasons if unsealed by you after delivery, or which are, after delivery, inseparably
mixed with other items; Sealed audio or video recordings or of sealed software if unsealed by
you after delivery; Goods made to your specifications or clearly personalized, especially
personalized Amazon Handmade items; Goods which may deteriorate or expire rapidly; A
service, if the supplier has fully performed it and you accepted when you placed your order that
the supplier could start to deliver it, and that you could not cancel it once delivery had started;
Digital content including apps, digital software, ebooks, MP3, etc which is not supplied on a
tangible medium e. The following table provides an overview of the key provisions of your
statutory cancellation right as well as our voluntary returns policy and how they compare to one
another:. See more information here. Please note that returns that contain multiple items, or
large items, may cost more. You can return items in the following ways: Using drop off services
at locations that are convenient for you. Using Heavy-Bulky return options, handled by a
specialty carrier team. Using Locker and Amazon Hub Counter locations for small packages.
Using a scanned QR code at designated return locations to make label-free and package-free
returns. To see which options are available for your return, go to Your Orders. Please note that
certain types of items aren't eligible for cancellation or return under the Amazon returns policy.
We won't accept the return of any software returned to us if it's been opened. We reserve the
right to refuse returns or to charge you our fees and expenses if the product isn't received in
new, unopened condition. If a product becomes defective after 30 days you won't be able to
create a returns label using our Returns Support Centre - you'll need to Contact Us. You may
wish to visit the manufacturer's website or contact them directly as they may be able to offer
troubleshooting and support with the issue you have with the product. You have additional
rights in relation to incorrect, damaged or defective goods. This link is provided to help our
customers find out the rights they have where goods are not as described, not fit for purpose or
not of satisfactory quality. This isn't our returns address and returns won't be processed at the
above address. If you need to return an item please visit our Returns Support Centre.
Troubleshooting and product support may be available to resolve any issues with your product,
as outlined in the Product Support Help page. If your item becomes defective after the Amazon
return period, Amazon will repair any defective item. The repair will be completed by the
manufacturer or by a third-party repair service provider authorised by the manufacturers to
repair their products. If a repair is not possible, we'll send you a replacement, and if a
replacement is not available, we will refund the purchase price. Repair is only available for
qualifying items sold by Amazon. Amazon does not accept a return after 30 days for
consumable products e. For more information go to About Warranty Repairs. Most Amazon
Global Store items can be returned within 30 days of receipt of delivery. Please use the online
Returns Support Centre. It can take up to 15 - 25 days for an item to be received at our fulfilment
centre, and it takes 2 business days from time of receipt for the refund to be processed and
business days for the refund amount to reflect in your account. However, please note that not
all items are eligible for return to a UPS location and your return label may require you to return
the item at your own expense. If your return shipping costs more than the automated refund
amount you receive, please keep a copy of your return postage receipt. The majority of Amazon
Fresh food items aren't returnable, but may be refunded. The exception to this are items that are
purchased with optional customization options, other than size and color. See Customised

Products for additional details. Customised products include any products that are configured,
personalized, or inscribed; for example, engravings, stamps, monograms, embroidery,
embossing, etching, carving or printing. Customised products sold by third-party sellers fall
under the A-to-z Guarantee. To file a claim for these items please note the following: You must
notify the third-party Seller within 14 days of receipt. If the item contains personal configuration,
inscription, or design on these products, the third-party Seller is not required to accept returns
or exchanges unless the products are damaged or defective upon arrival or materially different
from what was ordered. If there is a misspelling or error in the configuration, inscription, or
design due to a mistake by the third-party Seller, you are protected per the Amazon A-to-z
Guarantee. All product packaging such as boxes and if applicable; certificates of authenticity,
grading, and appraisal must be returned with the item. Products missing all their applicable tags
are not acceptable for return. When returning a product for any reason, you must do so in the
exact conditions you received it from Amazon. You will be fully responsible for any data breach
that may occur if you fail to do so. You must remove from the returned product and from the
box containing the returned product any item not pertaining to the returned product as
originally received from Amazon. Amazon will not be responsible for any such items
erroneously left by you within the returned product or within the box containing the returned
product. Amazon may sell certain products in unsealed boxes e. When returning these products
to Amazon, you have to send them in the same conditions as received by you, without affixing
any seal. Should you send us these products in a sealed box you may be held liable for any data
breach or other adverse consequences related to such manumission. For instructions on how
to return certain specific items, please see the following links:. If your order was sold and
dispatched by a Seller on Amazon Marketplace, you can learn more about Arranging
Marketplace Returns and Refunds. If you return items in which you've saved personal
information, such as laptops, cameras or other electronic devices, you must erase this
information completely before sending the product back to us. While we're unable to respond
directly to your feedback, we'll use this information to improve our online Help. About Our
Returns Policies Amazon. Was this information helpful? Yes No. Thank you for your feedback.
Please select what best describes the information: This information is confusing or wrong. This
isn't the information I was looking for. I don't like this policy. Carrier Info Shipping carrier
information. Manage Prime Cancel or view benefits. Payment Settings Add or edit payment
methods. Account Settings Change email address or password. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more. There's a problem loading this menu at the moment.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Audible Download
Audiobooks. DPReview Digital Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon
Business Service for business customers. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Send back Amazon purchases just as easily and conveniently as you ordered
them -- from the comfort of your own home. Don't spend a single penny returning your
unwanted Amazon package if you don't have to -- not even on gas. Amazon has earned its
reputation by making online shopping fast and easy, and package delivery free, but the same
can't always be said about its return process. Although Amazon's plethora of return options
does mean more choices when shipping back purchases, Amazon often presents only the
default return method, making you dig for cheaper or more convenient ways to send your stuff
back. Amazon's preferred return service very well could be the most convenient for you, if, for
example, you live near a Kohl's. All Kohl's store accept Amazon returns , and have been known
to hand out Kohl's coupons while you're there. But if a trip to Kohl's isn't on your itinerary any
time soon, accidentally clicking that option -- or a different one -- can add an unnecessary
errand to your list. If you'd rather return items to Amazon the same way you ordered them -without ever having to trek beyond your own front door -- here's the quick, easy and oftentimes
free way to send stuff back. The first thing Amazon will ask after you start the return process is
the reason for your return. It's important to be as honest and precise here as possible. Amazon,
as well as Amazon's third-party sellers, will want to resell merchandise in good working order
like Amazon does through Amazon Warehouse Deals so your items will be checked against
your return reason. Not only can misclassifying a return result in negative repercussions to
your Amazon account the company has been known to ban shoppers who misuse the return
process , you also might end up paying for return shipping when you didn't need to. For
example, if you select "no longer needed" by default, you may be charged for the return. If your
reason for return is actually more specific, you may not. Here are all the various return reasons
Amazon gives you to choose from as well as a description of exactly what they mean:. Next
you'll have to choose how you want your money back. The quickest way is to receive a credit to
your Amazon account, which Amazon will issue as soon as UPS scans your return into its
system. But then you're stuck spending the money at Amazon. You can also have the funds put

back on your debit or credit card. But even though Amazon will issue the refund as soon as
UPS takes possession of your return package, it still could take another three to five business
days to show up in your account. Whichever way you go, though, you'll still need to decide
exactly how you want to send the item back. When Amazon asks you to select a return shipping
method, Kohl's Dropoff will almost always be the default preselected option, but it's not always
the one you want unless you need to go to Kohl's anyway. To get to the UPS Pickup option,
which is the only way to return items without leaving home, you'll have to scroll down and
possibly even click on a link that reads something like 2 other return options. Fun fact:
Merchandise ordered through Amazon's digital assistant Alexa comes with free returns
regardless of the reason. Follow whatever instructions Amazon gives you, which will probably
just be to print out a packing slip and place it in the package with your return. Tape up the box
good and tight -- and even tape over the return label so it won't get damaged -- then put the
package near your front door so you don't forget to set it out on the next business day. You
might even want to set a reminder on your phone or with Alexa or Google Assistant so you
don't forget. If you do happen to forget to leave your return outside for UPS, in the best case
scenario UPS will leave a note and attempt pickup two more times. Be respectful, keep it civil
and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to
read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. How to return Amazon
items the right way: Fast, easy and usually free Send back Amazon purchases just as easily and
conveniently as you ordered them -- from the comfort of your own home. Dale Smith. Discuss:
How to return Amazon items the right way: Fast, easy and usually free. Search our Help pages
You can exchange or replace an item through our Returns Support Centre if your return meets
certain criteria. Did you receive a damaged, defective, or wrong item sold by Amazon. Note:
Items Fulfilled by Amazon. You can exchange an item through our Returns Support Centre if
your return item wasn't purchased with a promotion except for promotions on delivery, such as
FREE Delivery and the exchange item meets the other eligibility criteria listed below. This option
is available for apparel, sports, shoes, baby products, jewellery, luggage and watch items that
have a size or colour variation. The exchange item must be: A different size or colour than the
return item Dispatched and sold by Amazon. This option isn't restricted to specific product
categories. The exchange item must be: Added in a quantity of one to the Shopping Basket
before you start your exchange request Dispatched and sold by Amazon. Note: We can't
process exchanges for gift returns unless you're the original purchaser of the gift and exchange
items can't be sent as gifts. We can only process exchanges if the original order was paid by
credit or debit card. We can only process exchanges if the order was dispatched to a UK
address. While we're unable to respond directly to your feedback, we'll use this information to
improve our online Help. Go to the Returns Support Centre. Was this information helpful? Yes
No. Thank you for your feedback. Please select what best describes the information: This
information is confusing or wrong. This isn't the information I was looking for. I don't like this
policy. Carrier Info Shipping carrier information. Manage Prime Cancel or view benefits.
Payment Settings Add or edit payment methods. Account Settings Change email address or
password. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more. There's a
problem loading this menu at the moment. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Audible Download Audiobooks. DPReview Digital Photography.
Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon Business Service for business customers. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Find more solutions. You can
exchange or replace an item through Your Orders if your exchange or replacement meets
certain criteria. Did you receive a damaged, defective, or wrong item sold by Amazon and want
to replace it with the same item? Is your order missing an item or part and you want a refund or
replacement? Go to. Note: Items fulfilled by Amazon. You can exchange an item through Your
Orders if your return item wasn't purchased with a promotion except for free shipping
promotions , the return item isn't subject to a restocking fee, the return item was purchased
with a credit or debit card, and the exchange item meets the other eligibility criteria listed below.
Note: We can't process exchanges for gift returns and exchange items cannot be sent as gifts.
Exchanges are available for apparel, sports goods, shoes, baby products, jewelry, and watches
that have a size or color variation. The exchange item must meet the following criteria: It's a
different size or color than the return item. It's shipped and sold by Amazon. While we're unable
to respond directly to your feedback, we'll use this information to improve our online Help.
Exchanges and Replacements You can exchange or replace an item through Your Orders if your
exchange or replacement meets certain criteria. Go to Your Orders. Was this information
helpful? Yes No. Thank you for your feedback. Please select what best describes the
information: This information is confusing or wrong. This isn't the information I was looking for.
I don't like this policy. Quick solutions Your Orders Track or cancel orders. Your Orders Track

or cancel orders. Manage Prime Cancel or view benefits. Payment Settings Add or edit payment
methods. Carrier Info Shipping carrier information. Account Settings Change email or
password. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language
for shopping. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Select Category: Where to? Mont
Belvieu Check it out! Have you ever ordered detergent from Amazon , and it show up at your
door spilling granules all over your porch, and a trail from door to your laundry room? I was
happy to find the great deal on Ecover at Amazon , but was very disappointed in how and when
it arrived! I went to Amazon. I decided, as a last ditch effort, to contact Amazon customer
service via chat to see what could be done. You can even chat online with them which is better
than a phone call or email! Is there anyway, to not worry about returning it and mayby send you
a photo on how it arrived? Raghavender : Hello, my name is Raghavender. No problem. Me :
Thank you so much. Do you need to see a photo? Raghavender : No. This has really made me
feel better. You just lifted a huge weight off of my shoulder. I really, really appreciate it. Thank
you for contacting Amazon. We hope to see you again. Have a nice day. However, when you pay
for something, you expect it to arrive in the condition you paid for. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Raghavender : Can you please confirm the order number and the item for me? Virginia from
That Bald Chick - July 28th, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Seems odd. Ever seen a Squirrel from this angle? Amazon shoppers may believe
they have nothing to lose when trying out new products from the online retailer. After all, if
you're one of the more than million members of Amazon Prime , you get free shipping. However,
before filling up your virtual shopping cart, be aware that certain items can't be returned to
Amazon -- no way, never. Let's start with the basics: Amazon's standard return policy allows
customers to return most items that are sold and fulfilled by Amazon within 30 days of receipt
for a full refund. The return policy is more generous for holiday purchases: Most items shipped
by Amazon between Nov. If you order via Alexa voice shopping, you can return non-digital
products to Amazon free. For accidental digital purchases via Alexa, contact customer service
for a refund within seven days. Return policies for merchandise sold and shipped by
third-policy sellers on Amazon. If you're returning a gift that was purchased for you from
Amazon, you'll need the order number from the packing slip. The refund will usually be issued
in the form of an Amazon. Amazon can be a stickler about returns of certain high-value items,
including jewelry, collectibles and electronics. Review the product detail page for specifics.
Laptop and desktop computers, as well as Kindle e-readers, must be returned within 30 days of
purchase. Amazon operates a trade-in program that lets you sell back eligible items, including
electronics such as video games and Kindles as well as books. Shipping is free, and you'll be
paid with an Amazon. Of course, if you prefer to receive cash for your items, try selling them
yourself on Craigslist. Sites such as Gazelle. So what can you do if an item isn't returnable or
you miss the return window? Re-gifting is one option. Another is giving the item to charity,
which might allow you to get a tax break for your charitable donation. Sell back your unwanted
gift cards to card-swap sites such as Cardpool. Skip to header Skip to main content Skip to
footer. Home Smart Buying. Smart Buying. Getty Images. Some products, though, simply can't
be sent back to Amazon. When Is Amazon Prime Day ? Most Popular. Where's My Stimulus
Check? Coronavirus and Your Money. The IRS has an online tool that lets you track the status
of your stimulus checks. February 19, February 18, February 23, Flying This Summer? What to
Expect. If one partner takes a less conservative approach to money, it can wreak havoc on a
marriage. But the problem can be addressed by agreeing on bigger fâ€¦. February 10, Retirees
wanting to take a cruise should plan for additional safety measures, such as temperature
checks and wearing a mask in public areas. February 3, Golf club memberships can often be a
separate, and hefty, annual fee at golf communities. Here's some guidance before you tee up
your retirement move â€¦. December 14, Find more solutions. While we're unable to respond
directly to your feedback, we'll use this information to improve our online Help. Returns and
Refunds Quick Solutions. Refunds and Exchanges. Warranty and Repairs. Find Product
Support. Was this information helpful? Yes No. Thank you for your feedback. Please select what

best describes the information: This information is confusing or wrong. This isn't the
information I was looking for. I don't like this policy. Quick solutions Your Orders Track or
cancel orders. Your Orders Track or cancel orders. Manage Prime Cancel or view benefits.
Payment Settings Add or edit payment methods. Carrier Inf
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o Shipping carrier information. Account Settings Change email or password. Back to top. Get
to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

